Abstract. Some features of the generalized linear least squares parameter adjustment procedure have been discussed and proved. In particular: the equivalence of the adjusted measured response values and their recalculated values with the adjusted parameters, the proper way to iterate when the responses are not a linear function of the parameters and the equivalence of the simultaneous adjustment of the parameters with two not correlated measured responses and the consecutive adjustment first with one response and then with the second response.
Introduction
The generalized linear least squares adjustment methodology has been used for almost fifty years in nuclear data evaluation and testing, in reactor dosimetry as well as in criticality safety analysis [1] [2] [3] [4] . Many novel users of the methodology either lack the knowledge of some of the properties of the methodology or try to reinvent some of its properties. In this paper we are going to elaborate on and document some of the less known properties of the methodology.
The Adjustment Formulas
The outcome of a generalized linear least squares adjustment can be presented by the following equations:
where p denotes a column vector of N parameters to be adjusted by a series of I measured responses presented by the column vector r. Any quantity with a prime symbol indicates the respective adjusted, i.e. posterior, quantity. The corresponding calculated response values using the parameters are given by the column vectorr (p). Since usually the calculated response values differ from their respective measured values, we define their difference vector by d =r (p) − r. The partial derivatives of the calculated responses with respect to the various parameters, the sensitivities, are presented by the I*N
The respective uncertainties are presented by the square variance-covariance matrices C p , C r and by the I*N response-parameter covariance matrix C rp . The uncertainty in the difference vector, stemming from the respective uncertainties in the parameters and in the measured response, is given by
Usually the measured responses are not correlated with the parameters, however even if there is no prior response-parameter correlation the application of the generalized linear least squares adjustment results in such correlations. The posterior uncertainties in the responses, in the parameters and the resulting response-parameter correlations are given by:
Equations (1-7) were derived by minimizing the quadratic loss function r − r, p − p † C −1 r − r, p − p , where the covariance matrix C is C r C rp C pr C p , subject to the linearity constraint, Eq. (3), using Lagrange multipliers, in [5, 6] , and in a more elegant way in [7] . This method has important advantages over the alternative method of using the linearity, Eq. 
r , by multiplying both sides of the equation on the left by C
r S and on the right by C d which is C r + S † C p S . The straightforward minimization of the loss function necessitates the inversion of two large matrices and Eqs. ((1-2), (5-7)) require only the inversion of C d , which has the dimension of the number of responses that is usually much smaller than the number of parameters.
Adjusted Responses and Re-calculated Parameters and Responses
The calculated response vector using the adjusted parameters and the linearity property is:
This means that, if the linearity assumption is correct, the adjusted response vector and the corresponding response vector recalculated with the adjusted parameters are just the same, thus, r p = r . Although there is an uncertainty inr p due to the propagated uncertainties in the adjusted parameters p and there is an uncertainty in the adjusted response r , there is no uncertainty in their 07003-p.2 th ISRD difference which is always equal to zero. However, if the calculated response is not a linear function of the parameters then the real recalculated value, using the adjusted parameters, is not equal to the adjusted response r .
Adjustment Iterations
In practice, since the linearity is only an approximation, the explicitly recalculated response using the adjusted parameters may not coincide with the adjusted response value and thus d does not vanish. It is tempting to try to re-adjust (adjust again) the new parameters p and the new responses r using their new respective uncertainties C p and C r . According to the adjustment formulas the re-adjusted response vector r is:
Inserting the adjusted uncertainty matrices into the coefficient of C
which means that if we do not recalculate the sensitivities at p , which is time consuming, and use in the re-adjustment the original sensitivities, that have been calculated at p, the re-adjusted response values just do not change although d does not vanish. Similarly, since C p r − C p S † = 0 the re-adjusted parameters also do not change, and since these two coefficients are equal to zero the adjusted covariance matrices also do not change. The sensitivities have to be recalculated after each iteration.
Reduced Uncertainties
The common notion is that the need to adjust parameters, e.g. neutron cross sections, arises when there is a discrepancy between the calculated response values and their corresponding measured values, e.g. dosimeter reaction rates. However, it should be remembered that even when there is full agreement between calculated and measured response values, i.e. d = 0, and the parameters and response values do not change, the prior uncertainties in the parameters as well as in the measured response values are reduced. This reduction reflects the fact that there is no prior discrepancy.
Even if there is a prior discrepancy, one important result of an adjustment campaign is that the posterior response values and the posterior parameters have a finite reduced uncertainty. The posterior response uncertainty given by the covariance matrix, C r = C r − C r − C rp S † C −1 d C r − SC pr , is the difference between two covariance matrices. The first matrix is the prior covariance matrix of the measured responses and the second matrix is the covariance matrix of the response adjustment, r − r. Since all covariance matrices are positive definite, the uncertainty is reduced. Similarly, the posterior uncertainty in the parameters,
C rp − SC p is also the difference of two covariance matrices, the second being the covariance matrix of the parameters adjustment, p − p.
Consecutive Adjustments
A frequently asked question, particularly in the reactor physics community and in the cross section evaluators community, is whether an adjusted parameter library can be further modified by an adjustment with a new measured response or whether one has to go back to the original parameter library and perform a new adjustment campaign with all responses. In this section we will demonstrate this question by the simultaneous adjustment with two non correlated measured responses and then by the consecutive adjustment of the parameter library by the two responses.
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The 2*N sensitivity matrix, S, has two rows. The first row, S 1 , the sensitivity of the first response to all the parameters and the second row, S 2 , the sensitivity of the second response to all the parameters. All notations will have an index denoting their relationship to response number one or response number two.
Simultaneous Adjustment
The joint uncertainty matrix of the deviations of the two calculated response values from their corresponding uncorrelated measured response values is given by
and its inverse is given by
The simultaneous adjustment in the response values is given by r − r = C r C −1 d d. In particular, the adjustment of the first response is given by
and the adjustment of the second response is
The simultaneous adjustment in the parameter values is given by
All adjusted quantities, the parameters as well as the two previously non correlated measured responses carry now information from each of the adjusted responses.
Adjustment by the First Response
The adjustment of the parameters by the first response results in the adjustment of the first response by r 1 − r 1 = C r 1 C 
The symbol p 1 indicates that these are adjusted parameters (the prime indicating adjustment) and that the adjustment was performed with the first response (sub 1). The uncertainty in these parameters which have to be used in the further adjustment by response number two is
All adjusted items are the result of the applications of the adjustment formulas given in Sect. 2.
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Consecutive Adjustment by the Second Response
We proceed with the adjustment of the parameters with response number two. Response number two is now calculated not with the original parameters p but rather with the adjusted parameters that have already been adjusted by response number one. The resulting deviation of its calculated value from its measured value isr 2 p 1 − r 2 and the inverse of the uncertainty of this deviation, needed for the next adjustment is
The adjustment in response two by response two, calculated with parameters that have been previously adjusted, is
Note that the deviation of the calculated response from its measured value, used in the second adjustment is not d 2 , since the response was calculated with the adjusted parameters p 1 and not with the original parameters p. We use the linearity in calculating the shift of the response value resulting from the shift of the parameters due to the first adjustment. This deviation, can be reformatted as follows
The adjustment in response two is
recalculates the sensitivities of the responses to the parameters for the adjusted parameters, adjustment iterations are superfluous. We pointed out why adjustment reduces the uncertainties of both responses and parameters and finally compared the adjustment results of an adjustment utilizing simultaneously two uncorrelated measured responses to the sequential adjustment of the parameters and the responses showing that they are identical.
